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Global Terrorism: The Peace Movement Response

Terrorism today is a major global menace. The world is best by terrorism: terrorist attacks and threats are becoming a regular event occurring almost every week somewhere around the world with dire consequences of death, destruction and fear. A broad definition of terrorism is violent actions against civilians for the purpose of advancing a political agenda or expressing revenge. The contemporary phenomenon of terrorism has been largely neglected by the peace movement. Uniting for Peace and PeaceJam consider it is high time, peace activists face this stark reality and reflect on responses and solutions.

Broadly, there are two kinds of terrorism: that conducted by non-state actors, and that resulting from actions by states. The activities of the IRA and Protestant Paramilitaries during the Northern Ireland Crisis are an obvious historic example of the former. Currently, self styled Muslim fundamentalist jihadists, supremely but not exclusively, those of ISIS and Al-Qaeda, constitutes the major source of terrorist acts. Western military interventions in Muslim societies; economic exploitation, desperation caused by poverty, unemployment and injustice; Shia-Sunni rivalry, violent interpretations of faith traditions – are key motivations for such terrorisms. But extremists racists – nationalists and religious groups engage in terrorism from USA to Caucasus and from Europe and West Africa to South Asia.

The impact of globalisation, gross economic inequality, competition of great powers for natural resources, and the reaction to the “War on Terror” are some other causes to be considered. Actions by states can be deemed as terrorism when causing terror and fear among civilian populations. Bombings conducted with scant or no regards for civilian casualties are in this category; drone attacks causing many civilian deaths likewise. US “shock and awe” warfare in Iraq was certainly a form of terrorism.

What are the causes of terrorism? What causes young Muslims to be so radicalise they embrace ideologies like ISIS. What faith and political initiatives can best counter such radicalisation. What is “religious fundamentalism” and its relationship, if any, to violence? Are there any distinctive Peace Movements insights which can help tackle the challenge of terrorism. Can terrorism be overcome by nurturing a Culture of Peace, bridge-building between hostile communities, conflict prevention diplomacy, economic and social aid and by inspiring young citizens via education to be peace leaders? What is the role of Police and intelligence agencies in preventing terrorism, and what are its implications for civil liberties?

Expert speakers from Uniting for Peace and PeaceJam will examine the dangerous consequences of ongoing terrorism, how to tackle its root causes and propose solutions and way forward to tackle this complex phenomenon in cooperation with United Nations.